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YouTube Filter
Get the best out of YouTube with our 
YouTube web filter. Filter content by URL, 
keywords, channels and categories for an 
educational YouTube experience.

Time & Location Based Filter
Trigger restrictions unique to the time 
of day and the location of the device 
to ensure they are used for the right 
purpose at the right time.

Multi-OS Web Filter
Protect the entire mix of learning devices 
with a cloud-based web filtering solution 
that is able to safeguard multiple operating 
systems.

Supports

Purpose-built for education, Safer by Mobile Guardian is a cloud-based, easy-to-use web filtering solution
that helps schools protect students online. Elevate your learning environments with our award-winning and

comprehensive web filter, cloud-based mobile device management.

“We use Mobile Guardian’s comprehensive Web-Filter to ensure that all our students 
and devices are protected from harmful and inappropriate online content, and that 
students honor our school’s ePolicy.”

Jacques. J, 
Lead Science and Technology Teacher
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Web Filter Notifications
Receive notifications in your dashboard 
or via email for any blocked online 
content or applications from your 
school's Blocked list.

Web Filter Reports
Get detailed reports of what content is 
viewed online and gain an understand-
ing of how students are conducting 
themselves online.

Teachers Access Requests
Teachers may grant students access 
to content that may be accidentally 
blocked that is crucial to a lesson 
plan.

Application Management
Manage applications within class, 
and grant teachers the means to 
block or allow applications that are 
accessible during class.

Geofencing
Determine the online accessibility of 
your devices based on the devices 
location, particular wifi-network, and 
many other factors.

Time & Location Based Profiles
Set device usage policies and rules 
that adapt depending on time and the 
location of devices. Easily implement 
different device states whether 
devices are at home or at school.

Comprehensive Web Filter 
Filter online content with ease, 
whether by URL, or Keyword based 
or from a specific topic category.

Customisable Dashboard
Customise your dashboard to gain 
insight into crucial device insights at 
a glance; from most used apps, device 
locations, to time spent on devices.

Filter Multi-byte Characters
Filter multi-byte character content for 
safe and focused learning environments 
in multiple-languages.

D. Coppa, 
Instructional Technology Coordinator

“We were looking for a system that would allow us 
to easily implement a web filter for the devices going 
home with students, we have now deployed Mobile 
Guardian across the entire district.”

Award-winning features

Select Language


